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S U M M A R Y

The Solomon Islands have an area of;about 30,000 square

kilometerso The larger islands are volcanic and contain a small

variety of minerals, some of which may eventually be economically

recoverable.. A large phosphate deposit may also be mined --at

some future date.

Specific geologic information is very difficult to find,

but on the basis of what little is available a small potential

is deduced to be in Category 2 (l,000 - 10,000 tonnes U).
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Geography

Solomon Islands are a chain of islands in the Melanesian area
of "the southwestern Pacific, which extends in a northwest. - south-
east direction for. almost 1,500 km "between latitudes 5° and.11° S,
and longitudes 154° 40' and 162° 30s E« The,group includes the
Santa Cruz Islands, about 48O km to the east of the southernmost
Solomons, and the Lord Howe (Ontong Java) Islands°

The Solomon Islands include, Guadalcanal, San Cristo*bal,
Malaita, Santa Isabel, Choiseul, Hew Georgia, Santa Cruz, Lord Hoî e,
Reef and Duff groups and Mitre Island., The area is about 30,000
sq km. . • .

The group contains a number of low coral atolls, but the
larger islands are all volcanic and rugged. Heights of more than
2400 meters are reached on Guadalcanal. Geologically the islands
form a continuation of the volcanic arc to the east of Hew Ireland,

The islands are arranged in two parallel chains, the western
including Vella Lavella, Kolombangara, Hew Georgia and Guadalcanal,
and the eastern, Choiseul Island, Santa Isabel Island and Malaita..
The two chains converge on the southernmost island, San Cristdbal.

Climat£

The .climate is equatorial, with constant heat, high humidity
and no dry season. Rainfall on most of the islands exceeds 250 cm
a year. The vegetation is heavy forest and animal life is .restricted,,

There were 283 miles of main road in 1976» Road construction
and maintenance is difficult because of the nature of the country,
and what roads there are serve as feeder roads to the main towns of
and islands Honiara now has a main road running about 65 km1

each side of it along the north coast of Guadalcanal, and Malaita
has a road 160 km long running north from Auki and around the
northern end of the island to the Lau Lagoon, where canoe transport
takes over; and one running south for 27 km.. to Bina= On
Makira a road has been built linking Kira Kara and Kakoragana, a
distance of 55 km*

Regular shipping services exist between the Solomons and
Australia, Hew Zealand, Bougainville, Hong Kong, Japan and. UK/
Continent ports» Internal shipping is provided by 32 ships of the
government marine fleet and about 106 commercial vessels,, Gross
tonnage is 4»354» The two main ports are at Honiara and Gizo. The
ports are controlled by the Solomon Islands Ports Authority.
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In an attempt to diversify the economy away from the single
export crop, copra, a number of resource surveys were carried out '.
during the 1950s and 1960s. . :

:•• A heavily mineralized area at Betilonga and in the Sutakiki
Valley has been investigated for gold, silver and copper and an
asbestos deposit at Kumboro on Choiseul has been surveyed. On
Rennell and Wagina Islands (bauxite mining seems certain'to go ahead.
The comapnies involved are the Mitsui Mining and Smelting Company
of Japan and Conzinc Rio Tinto of Australia,1 On Bellona Island
and estimated 10 million metric tons of phosphate rock is under
investigation. The other main resource in the Solomons is timber.
Rice and cattle farming are being developed on the grasslands,
the latter largely in association with investment from Australia,
The export of skipjack tuna began in 1972 an cocoa and'chillies
are also. explorted., i.

No mining industry exists as such, but it is quite likely that
one will start, and as far as can be determined there is no existing
geological survey. There is, however, a Minister of Natural
Resources who may have jurisdiction over geological matters.

Population and Currencj • • .

The population of the Solomon Islands according to the 1976 census
was almost 197,000, Honiara, the capital has 15,000, The unit
of currency is the Australian dollar and US$1.000= A$O,95,
However, it is likely that a new unit of currency will be adopted,

B. GEOLOGY OF SOLOMON ISLANDS IN RELATION TO POTENTIALLY
' BEARING AREAS

Very little of a specific nature is known of the geology of
the Solomon Islands,. Only the largest islands are volcanic. The
smaller are predominantly coral atolls. Deposits of gold, silver,
and copper indicate that, the islands are mineralized although
there is no way of knowing what the host rock-is, or how the
mineralization is controlled, or anything else, .

Phosphate deposits may contain uranium in small amounts as.
do other phosphate deposits,

C, PAST EXPLORATION , , ....

It is very doubtful if there has been any uranium exploration
in the Solomon Islands» .
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D, .M4igM.-.QgCUFjRBIirCES AMD RESOURCES

There are no known uranium occurrences on the Solomon Islands,
and there has never been a report of uranium resources»

Ee PRESENT STATUS, OF EXPLORATION

There is no presently known uranium exploration programmes
on the Solomon Islands.

•F. POTENTIAL FOR HEW DISgOVERIES

The rocks of the volcanic islands of the Solomons do contain,
concentrations of several minerals. It is therefore considered,
possible that uranium mineralization may also "be presento In
addition, a quantity of uranium is expected to "be contained in the
phosphate deposits. In anycase, it is likely that the uranium
resource would Toe small. It is estimated that between 1,000
and 10,000 tonnes uranium (Category 2) might be found, the true
value may be closer to the low end than the high,,
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